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RESPONSES FROM SINGLE UNITS IN THE DORSAL COCHLEAR NUCLEUS TO 
ELECTRICAL STIMULATION OF THE COCHLEA 

O'leary S.J., Tong Y.C., Clark G.M.
 

Dept of Otolaryngology, University of Melbourne, Parkville, 3052, Australia.
 

To help improve our understanding of ho~ the brain responds to eledrical stimulation of the 
auditory nerve we have examined the responses of dorsal cochlear nucleus (DeN) units to 
both acoustic stimulation and electrical stimulation of the cochlea. This work extended our 
previous studies which have compared the resF>0nses to eledrical and acoustic stimulation 
In the auditory nerve (Javel et 01, , 987, Ann. OtoL Rhinol. laryngol. Suppl. 128, 96:26
30) and the ventral cochlear nucleus (Sh~herd et 01, , 988, NIH Contrad NO' -NS-7
2342, 5th Quarterly Progress Report). ~he auditory nerve was activated by bipolar 
efedrical stimulation of the cochlea using an eledrode array similar to that used in the 
University of Melbourne-Cochlear Pty Ltd Multiple Channel Cochlear Implant. The electrical 
stimulus was a , 00 ms duration acoustic tones and wideband noise at high stimulus 
intensi~ . To establish that the DeN responses recorded from hearing animals were due 
primarily to activation of the auditory nerve by the eledrical stimulus, and not eledrophonic 
mechanisms, DeN responses to electrical stimulation were compared from hearing animals 
and animal deafened to neomycin irrigation of the scala tympani. The latencies from 
stimulus pulses to adion potentials was similar in both hearing and deaf animals. The 
envelope of the poststimulus time histograms (PSTH's) in resRonse to electrical stimulation 
exhibited "primarylike", "onset" or "negative response" ana less frequently "F?auser" or 
" buildup" patterns. The PSTH p'atterns to electrical stimulation were observed with a similar 
frequency In hearing and deafened animals. Since the resRonses to eledrical stimulation 
were similar from both hearing and deaf cats, they were probably generated by the same 
mechanisms. Since eledrophonic mechanisms were not adive in the deafened animal, the 
responses to electrical stimulation in both hearing and deaf animals were due primarily to 
dired adivation of ,the auditory nerve by the stimulus current. Thus there were reasonable 
grounds for using a hearing animal to contrast the responses of DeN units to acoustic and 
eledrical stimulation of the auditory nerve. The PSTH and discharge rate responses to 
eledrical stimulation and noise stimulation corres~onded more frequently than the responses 
to eledrical stimulation and CF tone stimulation. This result was consistent with the auditory 
nerve responses to noise and eledrical stimuli being similar in a way which was important 
to neural processing within the DeN. The. auditory nerve responses to these stimuli were 
similar in that both activated auditory nerve fibres over a broad cochlear ~e9ion, but each 
response had a different temporal structure. This suggested that the DeN responded 
similarly to acoustic and electrical stimuli which activated broad cochlear regions. 
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